
X.
LA MYTHOLOGIE DE DECHETS 0' ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE

(Eeckhofer, U.S.A.)

De temps à autre, les Etats Unis, poussés par une violente émotion, cherchent

à trouver une simple formule pour arriver sans délai à l'Utopie. Ce genre de ferveur

quasi-religieuse a mené, à la fin de la- première guerre mondiale, à un amendement

constitutionnel prohibant les boissons alcooliques, accompagné d' une mythologie

prêchant les dangers de l'alcool et déclarant que la mise en vigueur de cette loi

dépassait en importance tout autre objectif, même ceux du«Bill of Rights», base

même de la Constitution.

Une mythologie semblable s'est formée autour du problème de la disposition

des déchets des Centrales d'e'nergie nucléaires. Tandis que cette mythologie ignore

d'autres dangers possibles tels les accidents nucléaires, et même la orolife'ration

d'armes atomiques, l'attitude populaire semble être que la disposition des déchets

est le seul problème insoluble.

Les éléments principaux de ce mythe sont que l'enterrement des déchets

nucléaires exige des centaines de Kilomètres carrés; qu'ils devront être sous

surveillance pendant plus de 200000 ans; et qu'ils ne peuvent être emmagasinés de

fagon sure. En réalité, la surface requise pour enterrer tous les déchets à haute

teneur de matière radioactive qui pourraient être engendrés jusqu'à la fin de ce

siècle ne dépasse pas 500 hectares environ, et la période de surveillance oour les

déchets nocifs est de 750 ans, non 250000 ans.

Ceci réduit les dimensions du problème à* la question de l'efficacité de

l'emmagasinage. Sans s'aventurer dans des controverses techniques, il ne devrait

pas être trop difficile de faire une analyse comparative cout/bénéfice qui permettrait

de déterminer si les risques dépassent les avantages d'une source d'énergie
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additionnelle.

Bon nombre d'analyses rationnelles et objectives de ce problême n'ont

guère diminué l'émotion populaire. La raison principale en est sans doute le choc

traumatique associe'à la bombe atomique qui se répercute sur tout ce qui touche

à l'énergie nucléaire. Une autre raison est l'invention d'images frappantes qui

appellent les terrains utilisés les poubelles, les dépotoirs d'ordures du monde.

Toutefois, un facteur important est que, dans ses premières décisions

réglementaires, la Commission d'Energie nucle'aire des Etats Unis (l'A.E.C),

appuyée par l'industrie nucléaire, a laissé maître l'impression que VAEC avait

permis la production de déchets sans savoir qu'en faire. Quand les premiers

règlements inflexibles proposés par la Commission se sont avérés insuffisants, la

Commission a impose en leur lieu l'emmagasinage au-dessus de sol, probablement la

meilleure solution temporaire possible pour pouvoir ensuite profiter des progrès

rapides des méthodes d'emmagasinage souterrain. Toutefois l'A.E.C. a néglige'

d'insister sur le fait que même à ce moment, la mise enterre était sans danger.

Ceci a renforcé la croyance populaire que non seulement l'A.E.C. avait permis la

production des déchets sans savoir comment en disposer, mais en plus ne savait

toujours qu'en faire.

Un example de cette opinion erronnée est la décision de la Cour d'Appel

de Washington (District de Colombie) de 1976 qui avait gobé toute l'histoire.

Heureusement, celle-ci nà pas obtenu force de loi, parce que la Cour Suprême des

Etats Unis a rejeté cette décision, en y ajoutant même une répremande d'une rare

sévérité pour les juges de la Cour d'Appel.

Mais si la Cour Supreme a donné une base légale satisfaisante pour traiter

du problème, ceci n1 a rien changé à l'agitation populaire. Bien que l'enterrement

des déchets nucléaires soit permis par le gouvernement fédéral dans n'importe
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quel état, il serait probablement nécessaire de faire appel à l'Armée pour

empêcher des demonstrations populaires au site choisi.

Pour en revenir à l'analogie avec la loi de 1921 nrohibant les boissons

alcooliques, celle-ci, considérée catastrophique par presque tout le monde, fut

abrogée en 1933. Peut-être que nous connaîtrons un même revirement d'opinion

populaire aujourd'hui si nous devions faire face â des pannes totales ou

partielles d'électricité', dues a l'absence de sources alternatives d'énergie.

Toutefois il faudra bien plus de temps pour reprendre le développement de la

production d'énergie nucléaire que pour révoquer la loi'prohibant la vente de

boissons alcooliques.



THE MYTHOLOGY OF WASTE DISPOSAL

In the United States, more than in States with longer histories, we excer-

ience from time to time intense emotional surges to establish through a simole

formula an immediate Utopia.

After the First World War, when I first became conscious of world events,

the United States witnessed such a phenomenon. President Wilson having personally,

as he believed, made the "world safe for democracy", a fanatically emotional

"moral majority" determined to cure all domestic evils throuqh a constitutional

amendment prohibiting intoxicating liquor. The religious furor which led to the

prohibition amendment created a mythology analogous to the present mythology of

nuclear hazards. For example, the U. S. Supreme Court had held that the Congress

had some leeway in defining intoxicating liquor. The Volstead Act determined

that any liquor containing more than one-half of one Dercent alcoholic content

was intoxicating, despite the fact that parts of the human body contain more than

one-half of one percent alcohol. The nuclear analooy is that any exoosure to

radiation increases the likelihood of cancer even thouqh the total of all radio-

active discharges to the atmosphere- through bomb tests as well as normal dis-

charges from nuclear installations creates an increase in background exposure to

radiation which is only a small fraction of that experienced through flyina from

sea level New York to mile-high Denver.

Another analogy: The same Andrew Volstead, when he was defeated for re-

election to Congress became the Administrator of Prohibition in St. Paul, Vinne-

sota, where I commenced the practice of law. My firm sent me, as the youngest

partner, to Mr. Volstead in order to get him to remove the padlocks from buildings

owned by our clients where violations of prohibition had occurred. The first

time I approached Mr. Volstead, I naively pointed out to him that the searches

resulting in discovery of the violations had been made without search warrants or

any other procedures to protect our clients. Mr. Volstead, in a very kindly
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manner, patiently explained to me that the Prohibition Amendment was the most

recent constitutional amendment and superseded all the others. It was his duty

to enforce prohibition, and if the enforcement of prohibition required him to

violate the Bill of Rights, so be it. Prohibition superseded the Bill of Rights

to the extent necessary to ensure its enforcement. This is ouite analogous to

the argument that any expense, however great, must be incurred even if it reduces

only slightly radiation hazards. In other words, there should be no balancing

of benefits versus risks.

To come to the specific subject of the mythology of nuclear waste disoosal,

I shall try to outline the chief elements in oversimplified terms. I am neither

a scientist nor engineer and it would be the height of nresumntion for me to try

to give an answer to controversial technical problems. I have, however, been

dealing with nuclear problems for more than 35 years, first in the U. S. Govern-

ment and then both in private law practice and in research orojects.

The final answer to the problem I am describing will, of course, depend on

balancing all risks of atomic power against benefits. I am dealing here with

only one of the risks- disposal of nuclear wastes. Other risks include possible

accidents such as Three Mile Island and the whole Droblem of proliferation of

nuclear weapons systems. The extent and significance of those other risks rest

on a completely different basis from the risks from nuclear waste storage. How-

ever, the equating of benefits against risks arising solely from waste storage is

justifiable solely because of the legend that this is the most significant risk-

indeed the only one requiring the drastic solution of getting along without nuclear

power.

For the background of my approach I shall merely auote an objective article
V

on waste managment by William L. Lenhemann, head of the Waste Management Section

of the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Disposal of the high-level nuclear wastes including the very
long-lived transuranium radionuclides, is one of today's most
popular topics and a public issue. It is a difficult topic to
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summarize or debate because, in my opinion, it seems to have been
emotionalized out of perspective. The primary reason there is
not a disposal method for high-level wastes in operation today
is that there has not been a quantitative need for one and prob-
ably won't be for another decade or s c -

The disposal of high-level wastes in geological formations
currently appears to be the only feasible concept under today's
technology while maintaining the option during an initial period
for potentially retrieving the waste should this be necessary.-

I shall now try to describe the myth, i.e., the areas where the public

perception has outstripped factual data. I shall then suggest some causes which

have fed the flames of emotionalism that threaten to consume the entire develop-

ment of nuclear power.

The chief elements of.the myth are: Radioactive wastes from power reactors

will require a vast area for burial, thousands of acres, perhaps hundreds of

square miles; this huge area will be contaminated and must be wasteland for

200,000 years or more; the leakage from the area will contaminate water supplies

and result in hundreds of thousands of additional cancers; there is no safe way

to contain these wastes. Therefore, the only solution is to eliminate nuclear

power, whatever the costs.

It does not require a scientist or engineer to exclude most of the night-

mares which are part of this myth.

As to the size of the burial area, all high level wastes likely to be bro-

duced by power reactors during the remainder of the centurv could be buried in an
£/

area of less than 1,000 acres- more precisely, .02 acres per reactor.

The bulky equipment, such as reactor hulls, has extremely low levels of

radiation. The AEC has determined that "no effluents to the off-site environment
5

are expected to result from burial of wastes classified as other than hiqh level."""

As to the duration of radioactivity, the isotopes of greatest concern are

those that can leak into the drinking water, such as strontium 90 and cesium 137.

It is generally agreed that it will be necessary to protect the public for at

least 700 years from these dangers- 700 years, but not 250,000 years. The
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transuranium and plutonium elements, where the radioactivity lasts more than

100,000 years, do not circulate and are not easily taken into the body. An impres-

sive experiment was "performed by nature" in Gabon where a natural reactor came

into being spontaneously some 1,850,000 years aao. Practically all the radio-
6/

active elements which were formed have remained at the place of formation.

There are several possible ways to contain the more dangerous radioactive

wastes, such as strontium and cesium. In case of leakage, either through deter-

ioration of containers or from a natural phenomenon such as an earthquake, the

wastes may be retrieved and reburied. I shall not even suggest the extent of the

effectiveness of the containment of this type of waste and the danqers if the

containment fails. These matters are in dispute. However, this reduces the

dimension of the dispute to a point where cost-benefit analyses should disclose

where and to what extent the risks outweigh the benefits of this source of energy.

Perhaps the same problems would have arisen 100 years ago if an attempt had been

made to weigh the benefits of electric power against the risks that thousands of

individuals would lose their lives through electrocution.

There have been many reasoned and objective analyses of the waste disposal

problem with results varying somewhat, but agreeing that solution of the waste

disposal problem does not require abandoning nuclear power.

The question is: Why have the numerous reasoned analyses of the problem

with suggested solutions had so little effect on public emotions? Partly because

the whole problem of atomic energy is associated with the bomb, properly the

most suitable object of public trauma; partly because dramatic phrases like the

world's nuclear dustbin or nuclear garbage dump have entered into the discussion.

No area wishes to be the world's nuclear dustbin or nuclear garbage dumo.

However, I am satisfied that one important factor is that the United States

Atomic Commission backed by the nuclear industry in its initial efforts to solve

the problem led with its chin and created unfavorable popular impressions which

it has so far been impossible to eradicate. We are now, at long last, coming to
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legal problems.

The initial rulemaking proposal in 1970 on high level nuclear waste dis-

posal did not follow the usual course of setting standards of allowable radiation

exposure and giving the industry some leaway in meeting those standards. Instead,

the proposed regulation prescribed in detail one method of solidifying the wastes

and requiring their burial in a United States Government repository in an aban-
1J

doned salt mine in Lyons, Kansas.

The proposed rule required that in addition to wastes generated in the

future, wastes generated in commercial plants in the past should be dug uo and

transported to Lyons, Kansas. There was only one such commercial plant with one

carbon steel tank, at West Valley, New York, ooerated by Nuclear Fuel Services,

Inc., at that time a subsidiary of W. R. Grace a Co., later a subsidiary of Getty
8/

Oil Co. The requirement for reburying all past wastes in Lyons, Kansas, logically

led to a popular belief that the AEC had allowed these wastes to be generated

without knowing what to do with them.

The proposed rule exempted transportation to Lyons and reburial of the

wastes generated in the government reactors at Hanford, Washington, and elsewhere,

explaining that the government wastes were less volatile and dangerous than those

generated in commercial reactors. This was a dishonest position since the AEC

knew that more than 90 percent of the wastes in the carbon steel tank in West
9/

Valley were in fact Hanford wastes. Furthermore, the rule foreclosed the oppor-

tunity for Nuclear Fuel Services to show that transporting the wastes to Lyons

would result in far greater public exnosure to radiation than leaving them at

West Valley.

Nuclear Fuel Services informed the AEC that it would commence a court action

to prevent adoption of the proposed rule. At the last moment, the AEC avoided the

court action by amending the rule to exclude the past wastes generated in West
IP./

Valley. This last minute change without public explanation did nothing, how-

ever, to overcome the popular impression that AEC had allowed the wastes to be
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generated without knowing what to do with them.

During the next few months the whole rule fell apart as it became apparent

that the proposed procedures laid down in ironclad rules not only were not the

best ones but were not even good. For example, within three months, it became

apparent that the required method of solidification of the wastes was far less

effective than the process of vitrification already develoned in France. Then

the salt mine in Lyons, Kansas, turned out to have a hole in it and was clearly

an unsuitable repository.

The AEC had to backtrack and provide for temporary storage of the wastes
11/

above ground until the best method of burial could be worked out. Technically

this was probably the best oossible temoorary position, since it was safe to

permit above ground storage for a long time and ultimately to take advantage of

improving methods of waste burial. What the AEC failed to emphasize, however,

was that even at that time, underground burial was safe- far safer than above

ground storage which was a purely temporary solution. This confirmed the oopular

impression not only that the AEC had allowed the wastes to be generated without

knowing what to do v/ith them, but still did not know what to do with them.

Perhaps the best example of the false impression that had been created is
12/

found in a 44-page opinion of the District of Columbia Court of Apoeals in 1976.

The court, after approving most of the NRC procedures in the case under appeal

from NRC, reversed the NRC decision on the ground that "the Commission's action

in cutting off consideration of waste disposal and reprocessing issues in licens-

ing proceedings based on the cursory development of the facts which occurred in

the (rulemaking) proceeding was capricious and arbitrary." The argumentation

accompanying the decision was worse than the decision. The .judge launched into

a tirade upon the dangers of storage above ground: The effects of a meltdown

predicting consequences as disastrous as a reactor meltdown, and the necessity of

close surveillance of the wastes for the next 250,000 years, etc. In short, the

judge swallowed the whole mythology. All of this was predicated on the assumption
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that the wastes might stay above ground for 250,000 years since there was no

existing safe burial procedure.

Fortunately, the mythology did not become enshrined in the law since the

U. S. Supreme Court, in a unanimous decision of the seven participating .iudges,

reversed the Court of Appeals' decision with a severe and almost unprecedented

rebuke of the Appeals Court judges against imposing their own notions of prooer
11/

procedures upon agencies entrusted with substantive functions by Conqress.

The rebuke was not confined to a mere reversal of the Court of Appeals'

decision. For example, "But before determining whether the Court reached a per-

missible result, v/e must determine exactly what result it did reach, and in that
14/

case, that is no mean feat."

Also, "But we unfortunately have not found the oarties1 characterization

of the opinion to be entirely reliable. It appears here as in Or!off v.

Willoughby, 345 U.S. 83, 87; 97 L.Ed. 842; 73 S. Ct. 534 (1953), that in this

court the parties /which includes the AEC and NRC_7 changed positions as nimbly

as if dancing a quadrille." Also, the Supreme Court described as "Monday morning

quarterbacking" the Court of Appeals refusal to consider the AEC choice of pro-

cedures "on the basis of the information available to the agency when it made the
il/

decision to structure the proceedings in a certain way."

Finally, "To say that the Court of Appeals' final reason for remanding is

unsubstantial at best is a gross understatement." The opinion then describes the

incredibly extensive review which filled books and took years "To then nullify

that effort seven years later because one report refers to other problems, which

problems admittedly have been discussed at length in other reports available to
16/

the public borders on the Kafkaesque."

While the Supreme Court from a legal standpoint may have established a

satisfactory legal perspective and framework for dealing with the problem, this

did not stop the popular agitation. Today, every State in the United States

would be likely to reject a proposal to bury the wastes in its territories. It
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seems clear that the overriding Federal authority to regulate atomic energy is

legally sufficient to permit the Federal government to establish a high level

11/
repository in any State. It might, however, take the army to stop popular-

demon strati on s aimed to prevent construction and operation of the selected site.

To go back to the analogy of the prohibition amendment, by 1933, twelve

years of the "noble experiment" of prohibition produced gang warfare, bootleggers

and so-called scofflaws including many pillars of society and was thought to

have contributed to the great depression. In short, the prohibition amendment

was almost universally regarded as a disaster and was reoealed with little oppo-

sition.

Perhaps a similar swing in public opinion will occur when and if we exDer-

ience brown-outs and blackouts because of the absence of the alternative energy

source of nuclear power. However, it was much easier to reverse prohibition than

it will be to resume the arrested development of nuclear power. The lead time

for breweries and distilleries is only a small fraction of the lead time for

nuclear reactors. Hopefully, public education may reverse the anti-nuclear emo-

tionalism before we approach the brink of disaster.
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